Charter Subscriber Savings Certificate

An important message from Jay Taylor
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YES!

Since the bear market hit stocks in 2000, you have seen my Model
Portfolio double in value, while the S&P 500 lost 20% of its value. For
investors content to build wealth in a slow and steady manner with
minimum risk, that isn’t a bad track record. But…

I want to start reaping the potential profits from the aggressive, short-term trades I’ll find in Roger
Wiegand’s Trader Tracks. Please start my subscription immediately, and send me all the FREE reports listed here. I
understand that if I am not 100% convinced that Roger’s step-by-step details on each and every trade will guide me
to double- or triple-digit profits in a very short time frame, you’ll refund my subscription price under the terms of
your guarantee below.

1. Please select your preferred subscription term
Best Deal: 2 years for only $984! Save 59% off the regular price of $2,400. (That’s just $10.25 per issue!)
Choose this subscription offer, and you’ll immediately be sent these 4 FREE Bonus Reports valued at $116:
■
■
■
■

Psychology of the Stock Market: How to Use it to Gain Massive Profits (A $29 value)
The Gold Boom of 2005 and 5 Mining Stocks That Could Triple Overnight (A $29 value)
How to Make Explosive Profits in the Energy Sector—Month After Month (A $29 value)
3 Keys to Triple-Digit Gains in Grain and Food Stocks (A $29 value)

Better Deal:

1 year for only $696! Save 42% off the regular price of $1,200 (That’s just $14.50 per issue!)
Choose this subscription offer, and you’ll immediately be sent these 2 FREE Bonus Reports valued at $58:
■ Psychology of the Stock Market: How to Use it to Gain Massive Profits (A $29 value)
■ The Gold Boom of 2005 and 5 Mining Stocks That Could Triple Overnight (A $29 value)

Good Deal: 3-month trial subscription for only $300!
10-day Quick Response Bonus I’m responding in 10 days or less. Please include my FREE Bonus

Report: Demystifying the Options and Futures Market: 9 Secrets to Big Profits in This Exciting Market. (A $39 value)

If you want more aggressive investments that
could make you quicker profits of 50%, 100% or
more, in weeks or months—not years, read this…
Plus get up to 5 exclusive Bonus Reports FREE for acting now!
Dear J Taylor’s Gold & Technology Stocks Subscriber,
While you know my reputation for designing a safe buy-and-hold investment strategy, many of my
subscribers have been asking for more aggressive investment recommendations to spice up their portfolios.

2. Please select your preferred method of payment
USD (Please make check payable to Taylor Hard Money Advisors Inc.)

Check or money order enclosed for
Charge my credit card:
Name on card:

Triple Ironclad
Money-Back Guarantee

Address:

City:						

State:

Zip:

Card #:

3-digit security code:

Expiration date:

Signature:
Daytime phone:
(needed for credit card orders)

1. We guarantee that we will work diligently
to provide profitable investment advice
for short-term, aggressive investing to
help you reap megaprofits.
2. You have the right to cancel for ANY
reason during the first 30 days and
receive a full refund. After 30 days,
you will receive a refund of the unused
portion of your subscription.
3. Should you decide to cancel, you may
keep all the FREE reports you received.
What could be fairer than that?

*Email:

Trader Tracks
3342 61st Street • PO Box 770871
Woodside, NY 11377-9810

(*Trader Tracks is delivered by email only)

4 ways to respond
1. ONLINE

And now might be just the right time
for more aggressive investing

2. CALL

As I have been warning for a number of years, we are moving quickly from the Kondratieff
Autumn to a full-on and very cold K-Winter. But right now, before the crash, there are still a great
many opportunities out there to make an amazing amount of money.
And that is why I want to give you this opportunity to make 50%–100% or more profits in
weeks or months, not years…

Use Roger Wiegand’s investing advice and
you could see your wealth double in just months
As a subscriber to J Taylor’s Gold & Technology Stocks, you’ve seen the investing insight and
wisdom of a close friend and colleague of mine, Roger “Trader Rog” Wiegand. I began running his
Rog’s Corner column because I wanted you to see great short-term stock trades that could bring
extraordinary results if you are willing to take on a little more risk. Here are just
a few examples of the phenomenal results of Trader Rog’s recent picks…
• Silver Standard Resources (SSRI) shot up 27.37% in just 8 weeks!
• EnCana Corporation (ECA) grew 25.88% in only 12 weeks!
• White Knight Resources (WKR) jumped 25% in just 8 weeks!

3. MAIL

4. FAX

Now, I’m pleased to invite you to become a Charter Subscriber
to Trader Tracks, Roger Wiegand’s new investment newsletter
Log on to

www.traderrog.com

Toll-Free

1-800 -715 - 8426

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Complete the savings
certificate and mail to the
address shown above.

This page to

1-718- 457-1426

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

”

—Francis X.
Werzinger, Jr.
Hamden, Conn.

You won’t find Trader Rog’s recommendations in Gold & Technology Stocks anymore. But now
in this new publication, Roger will provide you with everything you need to make consistent profits
from winning trades. You’ll find that Trader Tracks concentrates on stocks ready to make exciting
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All prices are in U.S. dollars.

“

Roger is a
gifted market
technician
with sound
fundamental
views.

(continued on page 2)

(continued from front page)

moves. Roger’s picks are ideal for investors who are willing
to risk a bit more for substantially higher and faster returns.
So if you have set aside a portion of your portfolios
specifically for this purpose and understand more risk means
more potential for a loss, this could be the newsletter for you.
(Of course, Roger provides you with the safety net of tight
stop-loss recommendations—often no more than 1% or 2%—
so if a stock goes down, you’ll get out with a minimal loss.)
Plus, for those looking for more excitement, Roger provides a
few very aggressive futures and options trades in each issue. So
you’ll have a choice, based on your risk tolerance.
In Trader Tracks, you’ll find recommendations on what
Roger likes to think of as little stocks—such as junior silver and
gold stocks that are trading in the $2, $3 and $4 range. These
are the kind of stocks in which a movement of a point or two
results in quick gains of 50%, 100% or more.
And then when it is time to get out—in a few weeks or
months, Roger will get you out—usually with a nice gain, but
before greed has a chance to take it all back.

Who is
Trader
Rog?
Roger Wiegand
is simply one of
the top technical
traders in the market today.
He has closely followed
trends in the precious metals and
commodities market for almost
30 years, and has been actively
trading, paper trading or helping
others trade every day for the past
15 years.
Since 2004, Roger has provided
insightful technical analysis and
short-term investment advice
through his weekly Rog’s Corner
column in J Taylor’s Gold &
Technology Stocks, and is now
the editor of Trader Tracks.

You won’t be overwhelmed with choices—
just the best opportunities to make real profits
Roger only recommends a limited number of trades at a time. Too many investment newsletters
inundate you with picks, but fail to give you the information you need to see why the trade is the
right one now. Not Roger. He is one of the finest technical traders I know. And he knows his stuff.
He literally eats, drinks and sleeps his trades. Here’s what I mean:
He begins his day at 6:00 a.m. reviewing a host of websites and publications to keep current on
the world and trends—there are more than 60 he keeps track of. And that doesn’t count the myriad
of sources he hunts down when he’s researching a new trade. Then he spends the bulk of the day
following trades and looking for new opportunities.

“

I really like it
that Roger is
explicit in his
directions on
what to buy and
when to sell.

”

—Scott Linner
Homer, Ark.

Finally, when most of us are home enjoying a nice dinner with our families,
Roger is still at work because he knows that some of the most key charts and
reports first become available in the evening—and that’s when he plans his
moves for the following market day—to make sure you have the information
you need to follow his trade recommendations to success.
The truth is, Roger loves this stuff and he loves helping people make money.

Become a Charter Subscriber to Trader Tracks now
and get up to 5 FREE Bonus Reports

As a Charter Subscriber, each year you’ll be emailed 48 weekly issues of Trader Tracks. Each issue
is filled with Roger’s market insights and stock recommendations, plus you’ll receive a select number of
recommended commodity and options trades.
Each trade recommendation, whether a stock or commodity, will include enough information to
ensure you’re comfortable with why Roger is making the recommendation and why to act. Plus, Trader
Rog provides detailed, step-by-step instructions on how to make each trade work its hardest for you.
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Of course, in the trading world, things can happen too fast to wait for a weekly newsletter. So you’ll
also receive Trader Tracks Email Alerts. You’ll also have access to the exclusive, password-protected
Trader Tracks website with access to all trades 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Try Trader Tracks for 1 year and receive 2 FREE Bonus Reports
It’s just $696 (a 42% savings off the full retail price) for information that can very quickly double
or triple your investment portfolio. And remember, you’ll also receive the Trader Tracks Email
Alerts and have access to the exclusive Trader Tracks website.
Plus, as a Charter Subscriber, you’ll receive 2 FREE Bonus Reports. That’s an additional value
of $58, FREE with a 1-year subscription. Here’s what you’ll find in these valuable reports…

Psychology of the Stock Market: How to Use it to Gain Massive Profits
In this Special Report, Roger explains the key role that psychology plays in the market and
how he uses it to your advantage when making investment recommendations. (A $29 value)

The Gold Boom of 2005 and 5 Mining Stocks That Could Triple Overnight
Roger knows that with the coming gold boom there is a lot of money to be
made—not by buying gold, but by buying gold stocks. In this Special Report,
Roger steers you to specific junior gold stocks he expects to skyrocket for very quick returns.
(A $29 value)

Subscribe for 2 years, save 59%, plus get 4 FREE Bonus Reports
With a 2-year subscription, you’ll receive a total of 96 issues at a cost of just over $10 per issue.
You’ll receive all the benefits listed above, plus these 2 added Bonus Reports…

How to Make Explosive Profits in the Energy Sector—Month After Month
In this report, Roger identifies five factors he looks for in potential winning energy stocks.
Plus, he includes three energy stocks you should have in your portfolio…and why. (A $29 value)

3 Keys to Triple-Digit Gains in Grain and Food Stocks
Roger provides the what, where and why of identifying great grain and food
stocks, plus explains why these stocks can be as lucrative as buying futures, but
with far less risk. He also identifies one must-own grain stock. (A $29 value)
Finally, your subscription comes with our Triple Ironclad Money-Back Guarantee. In a
nutshell, you can take advantage of Roger’s insights and market-beating stock picks for up
to 30 days and still get a full refund if you are not 100% satisfied.
While Trader Rog’s recommendations will come with greater potential for loss, I think you’ll find the
additional risk well worth it when you consider your potential for huge gains of 100% or more in just a few
short weeks or months.
Sincerely,

Jay Taylor
Editor and Publisher, J Taylor’s Gold & Technology Stocks, Publisher, Trader Tracks
P.S. If you subscribe within the next 10 days, you’ll also receive the Special Report, Demystifying
the Options and Futures Market: 9 Secrets to Big Profits in This Exciting Market. Roger
developed this Special Report expressly for investors who are interested in futures and options but
are leery about venturing into the arena alone. To get your copy, complete and mail your Charter
Subscriber Savings Certificate or call Toll-Free 1-800-715-8426, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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